more convenient to get the farmer to put the stone on board ship
for his previous visitors. So he asked the farmer at what price
per pound (he subsequently had to pretend that this was a slip
of the tongue for per ton) he would undertake such a delivery,
adding, by way of allurement, that if the stuff was really valuable,
the farmer ought to have a fair profit on the transaction. The
farmer, delighted to have found an honest man, named a price,
and departed with the usual engagement for tomorrow.
And that is the whole story of Gerald's millions. For the
farmer's price was so much lower than the buyers' offers that
Gerald made more on that single deal than he could have earned
in two years at the bank; and so, having "made" the difference,
as he expressed it, by his own business ability, he began to see
himself in a new light. Before the market had developed to the
point at which other agents began to compete with him, he had
learnt all it was necessary to learn about it, and had even ventured
to buy some important sources of supply. In short, he kept his
start, and was a millionaire when his business suddenly vanished
like a railway wreath of summer steam in consequence of the
discovery by a gas foreman that picrate of selenium, though a
pet salt with the German chemist who had started the process,
was not at all necessary for the brightening operation, which
could be effected much more easily by using common chalk and
certain refuse of the soap and glass manufactures. And it is note-
worthy that whereas Gerald was convinced that he had "built
up" his business by his own industry and astuteness, he regarded
its disappearance in quite a different way, as a natural catastrophe
reflecting no discredit whatever on his ability,
Gerald saw his business go as he had seen it come, without
emotion. He cared nothing for picrate of selenium, never to the
end of his days knew what it was, nor handled a sample, nor
dreamt that selenium was a metal, nor heard of picric acid. He
did not care even for money any more than for any other neces-
sary convenience of a comfortable life. He had never cared enough
for any woman to get married. He had not cared enough for
England or any other place to desert Buenos Ayres for a single
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